The Pine Park Mystery - Vocabulary Test

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. ____ caused                 A. takes away
2. ____ clasp                   B. things you can see and touch but are not alive
3. ____ confused               C. normal or usual for a kind of thing
4. ____ cornered               D. made something happen
5. ____ objects                E. to be uncertain or unclear about something
6. ____ removes                F. a small hook that holds parts together
7. ____ typical                G. to get a person into a situation that is a trap

Directions: Circle the word that best completes each sentence and write the word on the line.

8. Mayor Pitt sits on a bench and ___________________ her jacket.
   A. removes           B. typical        C. plains

9. Mayor Pitt was ___________________ about her silver pin.
   A. cornered        B. confused        C. funny

10. Lan said that the ___________________ on her charm bracelet was loose.
    A. park           B. clasp             C. pin

11. Chief Wilson could not figure why all the ___________________ were missing.
    A. typical       B. mystery         C. objects

12. Lan and Jeff had the thief ___________________.
    A. cornered        B. escaped        C. objects

13. Miss Rosa was sorry Dynah ___________________ so much trouble.
    A. certainly      B. caused          C. catch

14. Pine Park is a ___________________ town park.
    A. typical        B. ordinary       C. rainy